
RED Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven
Accessory Kit (Pro, 15mm Studio)
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The RED Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven Accessory Kit (Pro, 15mm Studio) includes the Easy
Riser which is a baseplate that has 1/4-20 and 3/8-16 mounting points on the bottom as well as
provides 1/4-20 holes on the side for attaching accessories. The Riser also brings the camera up
to correct lens height when using the included Bridgeplate (15mm Studio). The Bridgeplate holds
2x 15mm Rods (12") and attaches to the Safety Dovetail (12") which is ARRI standard. On top of
the camera, the Easy Top (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven) converts the LCD pogo interfaces
to two standard 16 pin LEMO compatible connectors which can be rotated in increments of 45
degrees. Additionally a 3pin Fischer is located on the side of the top plate and can be used with
any ARRI standard remote trigger. NATO Handle Kit (Plus, 70mm) is a quick release handle built
to NATO standards. Rotating top grip allows the handle to be quickly turned forward for
balanced carrying. Side 15mm opening allows the attachment of viewfinder mounts and other
accessories. The integrated hot shoe mount on front is great for attaching microphone shock
mounts or on camera lights.

The UVF Mount (No Clamp) attaches to the 15mm opening on the NATO Handle Plus and holds
the RED Bomb EVF as well as most standard 3rd party EVFs. A-Box (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-
W/Raven) allows two XLR microphones to be used and plugs into the RED Base Expander
Module. Note that the Base Expander Module is required for the A-Box to function and phantom
power is not available. Finally, the Quick Back (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven) is included
to allow and V-Mount or Gold Mount plate to be attached to the back of the camera. The WC
V-Mount and Gold Mount (Epic/Scarlet) can be used and plugged into the Expander Modules or
you can choose the new cable-less version to be released soon.

Includes:
Easy Top (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven) (/Product-p/213900.html)

Easy Riser (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven) (/Product-p/213700.html)

NATO Handle Kit (Plus, 70mm) (/Product-p/175700.html)

UVF Mount (No Clamp) (/Product-p/179900.html)

Unified Bridgeplate (15mm Studio) (/Product-p/223200.html)

(Http://woodencamera.com/Quick-Back-Weapon-Scarlet-W-Raven.html)Safety Dovetail (12")

(/Product-p/151200.html)

A-Box (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven) (/Product-p/216200.html)

2x 15mm Rod (12") (/Product-p/142200.html)

Quick Back (Weapon/Epic-W/Scarlet-W/Raven)

(/Product-p/214000.html)Connectors used in this assembly are not manufactured by LEMO but
are made to the same specifications and are LEMO compatible.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Weight: 2413g (5.3 lbs)
Dimensions: 304.80 x 177.80 x 152.40 mm (12.0 x 7.0 x 6.0 in)




